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Due to the announcement last week that Solomon's liquidation was a requirement for access to certain future events (other than EOR), I wanted to make a brief development guide for players who were stuck. What it turned out to be was a long 54 page guide covering a whole lot of different things. This
guide should be useful for anyone in part 1, but it is geared for JP players (NA players can use it, but I spoiled like everything so be careful). This guide is not perfect and I plan to add to it in the coming weeks, but I wanted a baseline 1.0 driver out there. Here's the link. Please let me know if there are
things that need fixing or fixing. I'll be happy to make changes, as I know I'm not perfect. I hope this helps! Good luck out there! Edit: I'll sleep. I will respond to things when I get upPage 2 54 comments Page 2i.redd.it/njtm8v ... Edit as many people point it out – yes, it is possible to do without maxed
Servants. However, I recommend you level as high as you can because of upcoming battles and events. Since there are a lot of people asking the same question, I thought I would do this post to make it a little easier for players to know what to expect. To the question Is Camelot difficult?, the answer is
100% yes. Mostly because of Gawain. As many have pointed out, you will need Euryale and Orion, as they have class advantage and can charm/knock him out for a turn. At this point in the game, you cannot continue unless you have reached the limit of the servers. That's not some challenge or I'm trying
to be a jerk, it's a fact. You need so much skill and so much survival. Babylon is not as difficult as Camelot, but the endless amounts of HP bosses have can be problematic. The Solomon battles pretty much require you to have maxed level Squi employees.This post is not very great, but I'll finish this by
providing you with some links. You can always check out Cirnopedia and the Fatide/GO wiki for more information, but the battle logs in this sub are arguably better, especially if you decide to read the comments. Camelot driverBabylonia driver Solomon driver 1Solomon driver 2 thanks to
/u/EnergizingLemonPlend - the upcoming event will probably be just as difficult. The main reason everyone's in a hurry for the story right now is because of it. But you just can't power through these 3 chapters, and the event will probably be the same. In the end, good luck, and I hope this helps. Page
2Posted from 3 years ago 112 comments Only the first nodes and I'm already running on 400k HP Sphinx. This is not really friendly to the party of Here's an analysis of the remarkable match/boss during my course, so you can be better prepared for them: Huge spoilers of course, go ahead at your own
expense. Chapter 1Skinxes (300~400k HP) (Caster) (Male)Strategy: Just Kintoki Rider/ Medb them to death. Chapter 2Osimandia (300k~ HP) (Rider). Accompanied by fairies (Caster class). Strategy: leave the fairies alive and focus him down first. He's in a lot of pain. Fortunately NP's is is Aim so you
can easily cheese it with Mashu.Chapter 3Big Ghost (Killer)Strategy: It's back and as bad as ever. It can randomly throw a group of null-buff debuff at you, so be careful with casting your buff. Just bring your Beavers here and I hope you can get over him. Chapter 4Gawain (472k HP) (Saber)Strategy: Oh
boy. He's the first boss in history who made me go wtf that's not fair. My fight against him isn't really pretty and cheesy, but hey, I can't cut a corner since I made it blind. He has a Chalice buff that will grant him 1 NP charge each turn, essentially making him able to NP every 2 turns. The fist meeting is
scripted and finally after 2 (;) turns, he also has about 90% defense so it's pretty much impossible to kill him. I can confirm that you can activate the end of the race by doing about 20%~30% damage to HP on it. The 2nd meeting, however, is must-win and you can hurt him normally. It's basically a damage
race if you don't own stables employees like Euryale/Orion/Waver/Tamamo. David/Jeanne is also good at blocking his NP once. Euryale has special mention as she can delay him for 2 turns while doing a lot of damage to him. Same as Orion.Chapter 7Wave 1: Mordred (167k) (Saber)Wave 2: Mordred
(276k) (Saber)Strategy: Her buff chalice grants her an instant full NP bar every turn. Yes. Wave 1 Mordred will only use Extra Attack instead of its NP, but Wave 2 Mordred will fire Clarent's every turn if it doesn't stop. Euryale doesn't work so you have to rely on Orion/Waver/Tamamo to drain her NP now.
She can still screw you over by using Helm and NP for the same series though. There's not a lot of advice here except sticking it in as fast as you can. Chapter 121th fight: Wave 1: Archer Knights x3Wave 2: Tristan (270k HP) (Sagittarius)2nd fight: Tristan (480k HP) (Archer)Strategy: His Tristan Grail buff
grants a few things: neutralize class-disadvantage against Lancer/x2 damage against all categories except Shielder/weak against Saber. Another crook. Luckily it doesn't have much HP and the Wave 1 race will allow you to create NP to blow it up with. Just have Saber back line and you won't have any
problems. For game two, just bring Sabers in and launch him into the next chapter. Chapter 13Wave 1: Saber Knights x3Wave 2: Lancelot (240k HP) (Saber)Strategy: Lancelot Grail buff grants him: defending a ruler/immunity for debuff. Bring zerker/Avenger and shut him down. Or you can use archers,
as it still does half the damage to them. Chapter 15Lancelot Redux (380k HP)Strategy: same tactic as before. Note: Your Mashu will take the upgrade to SR after defeating Lancelot.Demon Pillar (600k HP)Strategy: you should know the drill for it Bring the cavalry and him. It has a very annoying ability:
direct treatment for 100k, then 10k per turn for 10 turns. Wave 1: Uzimandia + Male SphinxWave 2: Uzimandia + Female SphinxAma 3: Uzimandias (300k) + Nitocris (136k)Strategy: field your strongest killer to disable Ozy quickly while protecting them with your other 2 members. Your. Focus on
Sphinx/Nitocris with your rider, preferably Kintoki Rider. There is no foolproof strategy for this, unfortunately. Attention, 3rd wave Ozy started with full NP meter. If you let him stack some Imperial lovers of himself, things will go south very quickly, very quickly. With 2 stacks on him, he is virtually invincible
while doing oodles of damage. Chapter 17Bordred Redux (460k HP) (Saber)Tristan Redux (500k HP) (Archer)Gawain Redux (480k HP) (Saber)Strategy: same boss, more HP, same army. Arturia (600k HP) (Lancer)Strategy: it doesn't have Grail buff like its knights (for story reasons), so it's just a straight
up boss. Mordred/Siegfried are good advocates to bring. Attention, you can't rule out her NP with invincible and dodge. Your NP Mashu will be upgraded after this match. Chapter 18Arturia (670k) (Lancer)Strategy: same as before. Bring your mashu and Bedivere support (maximum level with all the skills
to 10) if you want some fun challenge. It's the last fight anyway. And that's the end of it. Thanks for reading so far and I'll see you again during the next event. Page 2Posted from 4 years ago 81 comments hello. so 1 1/2 weeks in the game, I'm lvl 75 and I've now started chapter 6. looking at the wikia, the
enemies here seem quite OP to me. I have only 3 notable SR servants (emiya, Kindergarten rhyme, stheno (lol)), emiya and nursery are both 40 and climbed and about 3 star servants that are not remarkable enough I guess? (Cu, kiyo, Leonidas). the only reason i manage to get here is that ive been
exclusively using another servant chalice person and I doubt that not only 1 game end employee can bring a whole group of lowbies. I can ask what I need to do at this point so that I can try to clean camelot effectively. Page 2 42 comments, but all my servants are still in their 30s-40s level. How are you?
And what can I do to prepare my servants for what's to come? Page 2Sold from 3 years ago 33 comments Page 2i.redd.it/jfhm16 ... I knew there was going to be a spike in difficulty in this chapter of the story, it was completely hyped and all.. But Jesus Christ did not expect FGO Souls; Get ready to die
Edition! I've already passed the first boss Gawin (well, beat him at the door idk if sick see him again) But not yet my 100 lv Jalter could do anything! I had to use 1 SQ and 3 command seals just to beat him! Are the following peculiarities really so difficult? Or is it just Camelot? Is Camelot the most difficult
uniqueness? WHAT'S ALL THIS DEAL WITH SPIKE DIFFICULTY? (I mean I like it, but it can be frustrating) Page 2 66 comments I managed to beat the first with use a sequel, but I'm suddenly having trouble bringing this guy under 400k health. It's starting to get repulsive. The team I use has a level 80
Martha Ruler, a level 71 Caster Eliz, Level 70 Saber Eliz, Level 70 Kuro, and I have tried to switch between level 70 Artoria and 64 Berserkalot.Page 2 29 comments comments
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